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       Motto of council:- 

               For the students, of the students & by the students. 

       INTRODUCTION: 

             Intercollegiate fest is a festival celebrated among different colleges by participating in different 
activities mainly regarding entertainment & sports. This year, a colorful & memorable intercollegiate 
fest “DHANAK 2017-18” with tagline “Quest of Excellence” was organized to Oswal College. In this mega 
event, many colleges took part. More than 1000 students from BNN, Choughule, Somaiya, SIA, NKT, 
MCC, Birla, Bedekar, Swayamsiddhi & Many Other Colleges from Bhiwandi, Kalyan, Thane & Mumbai 
participated in more than 15 competitions. 

 

       OBJECTIVE: 

1. To provide hands on experience in order to participate in any inter-colligiate fest conducted at 
various colleges. 

2. The overall objectives of this fest is to enhance analytical and decision making skills of the 
students. 

3. To provide platform to imbibe team work, creative learning, critical thinking and to exposure to 
realities of business world.  

4. To drill the brain of students like war time, mater slides & Mr. & Ms. Dhanak. 
5. To educate people to organize eco-friendly environment. 
6. To gain access to art and culture as an important part of ‘the good life’. 
7. To develop and share among members the activities for all youth in fun and healthy physical 

activities. 

PLANNED ACTIVITY: 

 SCHEDULED:19th January and 20th January 2018. 



 TIMING: 10:00am to 6:00pm. 

 VENUE: College building and Auditorium. 

GALAXY FULL OF STARS:                                                            
 GUEST OF HONOR 

JUDGES OF THE EVENT: 

DETAIL PROCEEDING: 

 The grand event commenced on 19th January at 10:00am by the arrival of various teams 
from different colleges. 

 The chief guest Mr.Hecter, started the event by cutting ribbon and welcoming all the 
guest. 

 The event proceeded by lighting the lamp. It was accompanied by a melodious Saraswati 
Vandana, hailing the goddess of knowledge & wisdom. 

 It was followed by a welcome speech given by the Principal of Oswal College. 

 Principal Madam felicitated all the dignitaries by presenting blossoming bouquets of 
flowers to them. 

 This was followed by speech of Mr.Dipakkumar Shah, Chairman Governing council. He 
appreciated principal madam for arranging such a wonderful fest & encouraged 
students with warm & motivating words. 

 After chairman’s blessing words, the grant  event began. 

              DAY-1 

1. KALA PRADARSHAN(Rangoli):- In Rangoli competition, participate show their talent by making 
Rangoli designs with the help of colours and waste materials. Various kind of social messages 
were given by participants with the help of Rangoli. Total 10 students participated from 
different colleges. Winner was Nagda Dhara from Oswal college and runner up was Gupta Jyoti 
from Chacha Nehru jr.college. 
  

2. SANGEET KRIYA(Instrumental music):- In Instrumental competition, participate shown their 
talent of music with the help of instruments like guitar, piano, table etc. Total 7 students 
participated in this event from Oswal and Somaiya college. Winner of this event was Kothari 
Aditya from Oswal college and Runner-up was Shah Pooja from Somaiya college. 
 

 
 



3. TRACTOR PULL(Tug of War):- In this event, each team required 12 members( 08 players and 04 
substitutes). T-shirts were compulsory for each team. Total 5 teams participated from Oswal 
college and N.E.E.T . Winner was Gupta Ravikumar & Group from Oswal College and Runner-up 
was Chaudhary Arvind from NEET. 

                 
 

4. GO MELODIOUS(Singing):- In singing competition, participate shown their performance with the 
help of sweet voice by singing a song. Total 18 students participated in round 1 from Oswal, 
BNN, K.M Agarwal, etc. In round 2 only 6 participant remained. Winner of singing was Tushar 
More and runner up was Julie shinde. 

                        
 

5. STRIKE IT(Carrom):-  In this competition, the game was divided into black and white. The time 
limit of the game was of five minutes. Winner of the game was winner was from S.H.V.C Jr. 
College . runner up was Harsh Jakhariya from S.H.V.O.C.college. 

6. HOUSE CRICKET(Box cricket):- In this competition separate teams were made for girls and boys, 
numbers of participants required per team was 7 players & 1 substitute. Total 12 teams 
participated in this event from BNN, Chaughale, Somaiya & Oswal college. Winner of box cricket 
from boys was Somaiya College and runner-up was Birla College. 

7. BATTLE OF SLIDES(Research):- In Battle of Slides this time topics were not allotted to students. 
Duration for presentation was 7 to 8 minutes. Total 2 teams participated in this event form 
Oswal college. Students has presented the topics with the help of PPT. Winner was Sumariya 
Jeet and team & Runner-up was Prajapati Chirag and team. 

8. BE AN ENTERTAINER (Stand-up comedy):- Stand-up comedy is a comic style in which a comedian 
performs in front of a live audience, usually speaking directly to them. The performer is 
commonly known as a comic, Stand-up comic, Stand-up comedian or simply a stand-up. Winner 
of this event was Kesharwani Sunil & Singh Abhishek and Runner-up was Panday Sonal. 
 



                            
9. CAPTURE THE MOMENT(Photography):- Photography is the science, art, application and 

practice of creating durable images by recording light or other electromagnetic radiation, either 
electronically by means of an image sensor, or chemically by means of a light-senitive material 
such as photographic film. Winner was Hadiyal Umesh and Runner-up was Chaudhari Vinay. 
 

 
DAY-2        

                                  
1. BEAT PE BOOTY(Dance):- In dance competition, there was open theme & pros was also allowed, 

but condition was to bring pros by themselves. Total 30 students participated from Oswal, BNN, 
Chaugale, Saraswati, Birla etc performed. Winner was R.K.Birru from Bedekar College and 
Runner-up was BItla Arvind from BNN college. 

     

2. EXPLORICA(T-Shirt painting):- In T-Shirt painting competition, participate shown their art of 
paintingon T-Shirt. Participants brought their own materials. Total 8 students participated from 
Oswal college, Swayam Siddhi College. Winner was Chopda Dixita from Oswal college and 
Runner-up was Egg Srivani from Swayamsiddhi College. 

      



3. PING PONG(Table Tennis):- It is a sport in which two or four players hit a lightweight ball back 
and forth across a table using small bats. The game takes place on a hard table divided by a net. 
Total 11 students participated in this event from Oswal College, Dhayansadhna College. Winner 
was Nagariya Sumeet from Oswal college and Agarwal Anish from Oswal College. 
 

                
 

4. Kabaddi:-in this event, each team requires 12 players. T-shirt were compulsory for each team. 
Total 6 teams participated from BNN, Oswal, Chaughule, Poddar college. Winner team was from 
Chaughule College and Runner-up was from Poddar College. 
 

     
 

5. HEENA ART(Mehendi):- Mehendi competition is an event in which participate should show their 
talent of art by making different designs on hand within prescribed limit and time. Time limit 
was 1 hour and design limit was half hand. Total 22 students participated in this event from 
various colleges with different styles like Dubai, Indo-arabic, Indian etc. Winner of this event was 
Karania Neha from Oswal College and Runner-up was Nagda Riti from Oswal College. 
 

    
 
 

6. WAR TIME(Advertisement):- In war time event, participate have to advertise and display their 
products with the help of materials brought by them. Duration to advertise and display product 
was 5 to 7 minutes. Total 5 students participated in this event. Winner of this event was 



Karaniya Akshay and team from Oswal College & Runner-up was Sumariya Jeet and team from 
Oswal College. 

 
7. MR.& MS. DHANAK:- in this event, the participants shown their unique talent,  their ability, and 

their imagination to the situations. Total 10 students participated in this event. Winner of this 
event(MR. Dhanak) was Kesarwani Sunil and (Miss Dhanak) was Karaniya Urvi. 
 

     

  

8. FASHIONISTA(Fashion show):- It is an event put on by fashion designer to showcase their line of 
clothing in fashion show. In this show models walk to catwalk dressed in clothing created by the 
designer. Participant dressed up with various themes. Total 4 groups participated from Oswal, 
BNN College. Winner was Gami Tinkle and group from Oswal college and Runner-up was 
Transformers from Oswal College. 

 

  

     

 

   



 

 

 
 

    




